Now, for a bit of fun, haven't you ever wondered which *Twilight* character you are most like? Read the questions and pick the best answer for you. Once you have the answer, look at the answer key and see which vampire corresponds to the answer you chose. At the end, count up the number of times you see each name. Whichever is highest is the vampire you are most like.

1. **What is your favourite type of weather?**
   a) Sunny, warm, and cloudless...sheer bliss.
   b) I'm okay with anything. Sun is good, but I'm used to the rain.
   c) As long as we can go shopping, any weather is good with me.
   d) I love the rain. The less sun, the better.

2. **Where is your favourite place to be?**
   a) In the mountains, hunting bears and other large game with nothing but your fists and strength.
   b) Torturing everybody that I can lure into my sinister presence.
   c) By myself, alone, making sure nobody is harmed by my dangerous presence.
   d) At the mall!!
   e) Making somebody up, shopping for designer clothing, figuring out my confusing past.
   f) In my garage, working on cars. Or anywhere I can be buying parts for my unfinished cars.
   g) In my dad's backyard, bathed in sunlight, daydreaming of him and reading classics.
3. What is your car like? (Or do you wish it was like)

a) A shiny, new, silver Volvo S60 R. Fast, sleek, powerful.
b) A 1953 Chevrolet Pickup Truck. Big, indestructible, slow.
c) A VW that is currently unfinished. I'm still saving up for the parts.
d) A lime green Volkswagen Beetle.
e) I don't have my own car, but I love anything that goes as fast as possible. Like my sister's BMW M3 Convertible in cherry red.
f) I don't need cars. I run faster than cars, anyway.
g) A Jeep Wrangler with big spotlights on the top, roll bars, and harnesses. I love to go off-road. Plus it's incredibly fast...

4. Your favourite song?

a) 'Paper Cut' by Linkin Park.
b) 'Clair De Lune', composed by Claude Debussy.
c) Britney Spears, Hilary Duff, Jessica Simpson, Kelly Clarkson.
d) Too powerful for music....
e) Anything with lots of high notes; something to dance to.

5. Are you good at school?

a) I'm in advanced classes, doing alright.
b) I do pretty okay, but school's not a priority.
c) I have yet to miss an answer.
d) Too powerful for school!
e)

6. You see a little girl in a crowded mall who is obviously lost, crying for her mother. What do you do?

a) Help her find the reference desk or a security guard and hope she finds her mother.
b) Sift through her thoughts to find out what her mother looks like, then through others' thoughts to find out where the mother has been, and take the girl by the hand and return her to the mother.
c) See the future for the little girl, and then make the decision whether or not to help her.
d) Lure her away from the crowds with candy, then kill her and suck her body dry of blood.
e) I don't go to malls.
7. *Last question—what would be your ideal date?*

1. Being in his/her presence is simply enough....their touch is irresistible.
2. Hunting them, finding them, torturing them, killing them, drinking their blood.
3. Go to a dance and then out to dinner. Maybe go shopping...
4. Go out dancing somewhere, or just drive around.
5. Fighting off irritated grizzly bears and then killing them to drink their blood, with my love by my side.
6. Spending however long looking at their angel's face, not quite believing they are real, touching them to make sure they are.
7. Go out to dinner, come back to my house to show them the new car that I've been working on.

**Answer Key**

1. a) Bella b) Jacob c) Jessica d) Edward, Emmett, Alice, James
2. a) Emmett b) James c) Edward d) Jessica e) Alice f) Jacob g) Bella
3. a) Edward b) Bella c) Jacob d) Jessica e) Alice f) James g) Emmett
4. a) Emmett, Jacob b) Edward, Bella c) Alice d) James e) Jessica
5. a) Bella, Jessica b) Emmett, Jacob c) Edward, Alice d) James
6. a) Bella, Jessica b) Edward c) Alice d) James e) Emmett, Jacob
7. a) Edward b) James c) Alice d) Jessica e) Emmett f) Bella g) Jacob